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ABSTRACT
Economics and social science research often require analyzing
datasets of sensitive personal information at fine granularity, with
models fit to small subsets of the data. Unfortunately, such fine-
grained analysis can easily reveal sensitive individual information.
We study algorithms for simple linear regression that satisfy differ-
ential privacy, a constraint which guarantees that an algorithm’s
output reveals little about any individual input data record, even to
an attacker with arbitrary side information about the dataset. We
consider the design of differentially private algorithms for simple
linear regression for small datasets, with tens to hundreds of data-
points, which is a particularly challenging regime for differential
privacy. Focusing on a particular application to small-area analysis
in economics research, we study the performance of a spectrum
of algorithms we adapt to the setting. We identify key factors that
affect their performance, showing through a range of experiments
that algorithms based on robust estimators (in particular, the Theil-
Sen estimator) perform well on the smallest datasets, but that other
more standard algorithms do better as the dataset size increases.
KEYWORDS
differential privacy, linear regression, robust statistics, small-area
analysis
1 INTRODUCTION
The analysis of small datasets, with sizes in the dozens to low hun-
dreds, is crucial in many social science applications. For example,
neighborhood-level household income, high school graduation rate,
and incarceration rates are all studied using small datasets that
contain sensitive, and often protected, data (e.g., [11]). However,
the release of statistical estimates based on these data quantities—if
too many and too accurate—can allow reconstruction of the origi-
nal dataset [15]. The possibility of such attacks led to differential
privacy [17], a rigorous mathematical definition used to quantify
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privacy loss. Differentially private (DP) algorithms limit the infor-
mation that is leaked about any particular individual by introducing
random distortion. The amount of distortion, and its effect on utility,
are most often studied for large datasets, using asymptotic tools.
When datasets are small, one has to be very careful when calibrating
differentially private statistical estimates to preserve utility.
In this work, we focus on simple (i.e. one-dimensional) linear
regression and show that this prominent statistical task can have
accurate differentially private algorithms even on small datasets.
Our goal is to provide insight and guidance into how to choose a
DP algorithm for simple linear regression in a variety of realistic
parameter regimes.
Even without a privacy constraint, small sample sizes pose a
problem for traditional statistics, since the variability from sam-
ple to sample, called the sampling error, can overwhelm the signal
about the underlying trend. A reasonable concrete goal for a DP
mechanism, then, is that it not introduce substantially more uncer-
tainty into the estimate. Specifically, we compare the noise added in
order to maintain privacy to the standard error of the (nonprivate)
OLS estimate. Our experiments indicate that for a wide range of
realistic datasets and moderate values of the privacy parameter,
ε , it is possible to choose a DP linear regression algorithm that
introduces distortion less than the standard error. In particular, in
our motivating use-case of the Opportunity Atlas [12], described
below, we design a differentially private algorithm that matches or
outperforms the heuristic method currently deployed, which does
not formally satisfy differential privacy.
1.1 Problem Setup
1.1.1 Simple Linear Regression. In this paper we consider the most
common model of linear regression: one-dimensional linear regres-
sion with homoscedastic noise. This model is defined by a slope
α ∈ R, an intercept β ∈ R, a noise distribution Fe with mean 0 and
variance σ 2e , and the relationship
y = α · x + β + e
where x,y ∈ Rn . Our data consists of n pairs, (xi ,yi ), where xi
is the explanatory variable, yi is the response variable, and each
random variable ei is draw i.i.d. from the distribution Fe . The goal
of simple linear regression is to estimate α and β given the data
{(x1,y1), · · · , (xn ,yn )}.
Let x = (x1, . . . ,xn )T , y = (y1, . . . ,yn )T . The Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) solution to the simple linear regression problem is
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2the solution to the following optimization problem:
(αˆ , βˆ) = arg min
α,β
∥y − αx − β1∥2. (1)
It is the most commonly used solution in practice since it is the
maximum likelihood estimator when Fe is Gaussian, and it has a
closed form solution. We define the following empirical quantities:
x¯ =
1
n
n∑
i=1
xi , y¯ =
1
n
n∑
i=1
yi
ncov(x,y) = ⟨x − x¯1,y − y¯1⟩,
nvar(x) = ⟨x − x¯1,x − x¯1⟩ = n · var(x).
Then
αˆ =
ncov(x,y)
nvar(x) and βˆ = y¯ − αˆx¯ (2)
this paper, we focus on predicting the (mean of the) response
variable y at a single value of the explanatory variable x . For
xnew ∈ [0, 1], the prediction at xnew is defined as:
pxnew = αxnew + β
Let p̂xnew be the estimate of the prediction at xnew computed using
the OLS estimates αˆ and βˆ . The quantity p̂xnew is a random variable,
where the randomness is due to the sampling process. The standard
error σ̂ (p̂xnew ) is an estimate of the standard deviation of p̂xnew . If
we assume that the noise Fe is Gaussian, then we can compute the
standard error as follows (see [26], for example):
σ̂ (p̂xnew ) =
∥y − αˆx − βˆ ∥2√
n − 2
√
1
n
+
(xnew − x¯)2
nvar(x) . (3)
It can be shown that the variance of (p̂xnew − pxnew )/σ̂ (p̂xnew )
approaches 1 as n increases.
1.1.2 Differential Privacy. In this section, we define the notion
of privacy that we are using: differential privacy (DP). Since our
algorithms often include hyperparameters, we include a definition
of DP for algorithms that take as input not only the dataset, but also
the desired privacy parameters and any required hyperparameters.
Let X be a data universe and Xn be the space of datasets. Two
datasets d,d ′ ∈ Xn are neighboring, denoted d ∼ d ′, if they differ
on a single record. LetH be a hyperparameter space and Y be an
output space.
Definition 1 ((ε,δ )-Differential Privacy [17]). A randomized mech-
anismM : Xn ×R≥0 ×[0, 1]×H → Y is differentially private if for
all datasets d ∼ d ′ ∈ Xn , privacy-loss parameters ε ≥ 0,δ ∈ [0, 1],
hyperparams ∈ H , and events E,
Pr[M(d, ε,δ , hyperparams) ∈ E]
≤ eε · Pr[M(d ′, ε,δ , hyperparams) ∈ E] + δ ,
where the probabilities are taken over the random coins ofM .
For strong privacy guarantees, the privacy-loss parameter is
typically taken to be a small constant less than 1 (note that eε ≈ 1+ε
as ε → 0), but we will sometimes consider larger constants such as
ε = 8 to match our motivating application (described in Section 1.2).
The key intuition for this definition is that the distribution of
outputs on input dataset d is almost indistinguishable from the
distribution on outputs on input dataset d ′. Therefore, given the
output of a differentially private mechanism, it is impossible to
confidently determine whether the input dataset was d or d ′.
1.1.3 Other Notation. The DP estimates will be denoted by p˜xnew
and the OLS estimates by p̂xnew . We will focus on data with values
bounded between 0 and 1, so 0 ≤ xi ,yi ≤ 1 for i = 1, . . . ,n.
We will be primarily concerned with the predicted values at
xnew = 0.25 and 0.75, which for ease of notation we denote as p25
and p75, respectively. Correspondingly, we will use p̂25, p̂75 to de-
note the OLS estimates of the predicted values and p˜25, p˜75 to denote
the DP estimates. Our use of the 25th and 75th percentiles is moti-
vated by the Opportunity Atlas tool [11], described in Section 1.2,
which releases estimates of p25 and p75 for certain regressions done
for every census tract in each state.
1.1.4 Error Metric. We will be concerned primarily with empirical
performance measures. In particular, we will restrict our focus to
high probability error bounds that can be accurately computed
empirically through Monte Carlo experiments. The question of
providing tight theoretical error bounds for DP linear regression
is an important one, which we leave to future work. Since the
relationship between the OLS estimate p̂xnew and the true value
pxnew is well-understood, we focus on measuring the difference
between the private estimate p˜xnew and p̂xnew , which is something
we can measure experimentally on real datasets. Specifically, we
define the prediction error at xnew to be |p˜xnew − p̂xnew |.
For a dataset d , xnew ∈ [0, 1], and q ∈ [0, 100], we define the q%
error bound as
C(q)(d) = min
{
c : P(|p˜xnew − p̂xnew | ≤ c) ≥
q
100
}
,
where the dataset d is fixed, and the probability is taken over the
randomness in the DP algorithm.
We empirically estimate C(q) by running many trials of the
algorithm on the same dataset d :
Cˆ(q)(d) = min {c : for at least q% of trials, |p˜xnew − p̂xnew | ≤ c} .
We term Cˆ(q)(d) the q% empirical error bound. We will often drop
the reference tod from the notation. This error metric only accounts
for the randomness in the algorithm, not the sampling error.
When the ground truth is known (eg. for synthetically generated
data), we can compute error bounds compared to the ground truth,
rather than to the non-private OLS estimate. So, let Ctrue(q)(d) and
Cˆtrue(q)(d) be similar to the error bounds described earlier, except
that the prediction error is measured as |p˜xnew −pxnew |. This error
metric accounts for the randomness in both the sampling and the
algorithm. When we say the noise added for privacy is less than
the sampling error, we are referring to the technical statement that
Cˆ(68) is less than the standard error, σ̂ (p̂xnew ).
1.2 Motivating Use-Case: Opportunity Atlas
The Opportunity Atlas, designed and deployed by the economics
research group Opportunity Insights, is an interactive tool designed
to study the link between the neighbourhood a child grows up in
and their prospect for economic mobility [11]. The tool provides
valuable insights to researchers and policy-makers, and is built from
Census data, protected under Title 13 and authorized by the Census
Bureau’s Disclosure Review Board, linked with federal income tax
3returns from the US Internal Revenue Service. The Atlas provides
individual statistics on each census tract in the country, with tract
data often being refined by demographics to contain only a small
subset of the individuals who live in that tract; for example, black
male children with low parental income. The resulting datasets
typically contain 100 to 400 datapoints, but can be as small as 30
datapoints. A separate regression estimate is released in each of
these small geographic areas. The response variable yi ∈ [0, 1] is
the child’s income percentile at age 35 and the explanatory variable
xi ∈ [0, 1] is the parent’s income percentile, each with respect to the
national income distribution. The coefficient α in the model yi =
α · xi + β + ei is a measure of economic mobility for that particular
Census tract and demographic. The small size of the datasets used in
the Opportunity Atlas are the result of Chetty et al.’s motivation to
study inequality at the neighbourhood level: “the estimates permit
precise targeting of policies to improve economic opportunity by
uncovering specific neighborhoods where certain subgroups of
children grow up to have poor outcomes. Neighborhoods matter
at a very granular level: conditional on characteristics such as
poverty rates in a child’s own Census tract, characteristics of tracts
that are one mile away have little predictive power for a child’s
outcomes" [11].
1.3 Robustness and DP Algorithm Design
Simple linear regression is one of the most fundamental statis-
tical tasks with well-understood convergence properties in the
non-private literature. However, finding a differentially private es-
timator for this task that is accurate across a range of datasets and
parameter regimes is surprisingly nuanced. As a first attempt, one
might consider the global sensitivity [17]:
Definition 2 (Global Sensitivity). For a query q : Xn → Rk , the
global sensitivity is
GSq = max
x∼x′ ∥q(x) − q(x
′)∥1.
One can create a differentially private mechanism by adding
noise proportional toGSq/ε . Unfortunately, the global sensitivity
of p25 and p75 are both infinite (even though we consider bounded
x,y ∈ [0, 1]n , the point estimates p25 and p75 are unbounded). For
the type of datasets that we typically see in practice, however,
changing one datapoint does not result in a major change in the
point estimates. For such datasets, where the point estimates are
reasonably stable, one might hope to take advantage of the local
sensitivity:
Definition 3 (Local Sensitivity [21]). The local sensitivity of a
query q : Xn → Rk with respect to a dataset x is
LSq (x) = max
x∼x′ ∥q(x) − q(x
′)∥1.
Adding noise proportional to the local sensitivity is typically
not differentially private, since the local sensitivity itself can reveal
information about the underlying dataset. To get around this, one
could try to add noise that is larger, but not too much larger, than
the local sensitivity. As DP requires that the amount of noise added
cannot depend too strongly on the particular dataset, DP mecha-
nisms of this flavor often involve calculating the local sensitivity
on neighbouring datasets. So far, we have been unable to design a
computationally feasible algorithm for performing the necessary
computations for OLS. Furthermore, computationally feasible up-
per bounds for the local sensitivity have, so far, proved too loose to
be useful.
The Opportunity Insights (OI) algorithm takes a heuristic ap-
proach by adding noise proportional to a non-private, heuristic
upper bound on the local sensitivity of data from tracts in any
given state. However, their heuristic approach does not satisfy the
formal requirements of differential privacy, leaving open the possi-
bility that there is a realistic attack.
The OI algorithm incorporates a “winsorization” step in their
estimation procedure (e.g. dropping bottom and top 10% of data
values). This sometimes has the effect of greatly reducing the local
sensitivity (and also their upper bound on it) due to the possible
removal of outliers. This suggests that for finding an effective differ-
entially private algorithm, we should consider differentially private
analogues of robust linear regression methods rather than of OLS.
Specifically, we consider Theil-Sen, a robust estimator for linear re-
gression proposed by Theil [24] and further developed by Sen [22].
Similar to the way in which the median is less sensitive to changes
in the data than the mean, the Theil-Sen estimator is more robust
to changes in the data than OLS .
In this work, we consider three differentially private algorithms
based on both robust and non-robust methods:
• NoisyStats is the DP mechanism that most closely mirrors
OLS. It involves perturbing the sufficient statistics ncov(x,y)
and nvar(x) from the OLS computation. This algorithm is
inspired by the “Analyze Gauss” technique [18], although
the noise we add ensures pure differential privacy rather
than approximate differential privacy. NoisyStats has two
main benefits: it is as computationally efficient as its non-
private analogue, and it allows us to release DP versions of
the sufficient statistics with no extra privacy cost.
• DPTheilSen is a DP version of Theil-Sen. The non-private es-
timator computes thep25 estimates based on the lines defined
by all pairs of datapoints (xi ,yi ), (x j ,yj ) ∈ [0, 1]2 for all i ,
j ∈ [n], then outputs the median of these pairwise estimates.
To create a differentially private version, we replace the me-
dian computation with a differentially private median algo-
rithm. We will consider three DP versions of this algorithm
which use different DP median algorithms: DPExpTheilSen,
DPWideTheilSen, and DPSSTheilSen.We also considermore
computationally efficient variants that pair points accord-
ing to one or more random matchings, rather than using
all
(n
2
)
pairs. A DP algorithm obtained by using one match-
ing was previously considered by Dwork and Lei [16] (their
“Short-Cut Regression Algorithm”). Our algorithms can be
viewed as updated versions, reflecting improvements in DP
median estimation since [16], as well as incorporating bene-
fits accrued by considering more than one matching or all(n
2
)
pairs.
• DPGradDescent is a DP mechanism that uses DP gradient
descent to solve the convex optimization problem that de-
fines OLS: argminα,β ∥y − αx − β1∥2. We use the private
stochastic gradient descent technique proposed by Bassily
4et. al in [4]. Versions that satisfy pure, approximate, and
zero-concentrated differential privacy are considered.
1.4 Our Results
Our experiments indicate that for a wide range of realistic datasets,
and moderate values of ε , it is possible to choose a DP linear re-
gression algorithm where the error due to privacy is less than the
standard error. In particular, in our motivating use-case of the Op-
portunity Atlas, we can design a differentially private algorithm
that outperforms the heuristic method used by the Opportunity In-
sights team. This is promising, since the error added by the heuristic
method was deemed acceptable by the Opportunity Insights team
for deployment of the tool, and for use by policy makers. One par-
ticular differentially private algorithm of the robust variety, called
DPExpTheilSen, emerges as the best algorithm in a wide variety
of settings for this small-dataset regime.
Our experiments reveal three main settings where an analyst
should consider alternate algorithms:
• When εnvar(x) is large and σ 2e is large, a DP algorithm
NoisyStats that simply perturbs the Ordinary Least Squares
(OLS) sufficient statistics, nvar(x) and ncov(x,y), performs
well. This algorithm is preferable in this setting since it is
more computationally efficient, and allows for the release
of noisy sufficient statistics without any additional privacy
loss.
• When the standard error σ̂ (p̂xnew ) is very small,
DPExpTheilSen can perform poorly. In this setting, one
should switch to a different DP estimator based on Theil-Sen.
We give two potential alternatives, which are both useful in
different situations.
• The algorithm DPExpTheilSen requires as input a range in
which to search for the output predicted value. If this range
is very large and ε is small (ε ≪ 1) then DPExpTheilSen can
perform poorly, so it is good to use other algorithms like
NoisyStats that do not require a range for the output (but
do require that the input variables xi and yi are bounded,
which is not required for DPExpTheilSen).
The quantity εnvar(x) is connected to the size of the dataset,
how concentrated the independent variable of the data is and how
private the mechanism is. Experimentally, this quantity has proved
to be a good indicator of the relative performance of the DP algo-
rithms. Roughly, when εnvar(x) is small, the OLS estimate can be
very sensitive to small changes in the data, and thus we recommend
switching to differentially private versions of the Theil-Sen esti-
mator. In the opposite regime, when εnvar(x) is large, NoisyStats
typically suffices and is a simple non-robust method to adopt in
practice. In this regime the additional noise added for privacy by
NoisyStats can be less than the difference between the non-private
OLS and Theil-Sen point estimates. The other non-robust algorithm
we consider, DPGradDescent, may be a suitable replacement for
NoisyStats depending on the privacymodel used (i.e. pure, approx-
imate, or zero-concentrated DP). Our comparison of NoisyStats
and DPGradDescent is not comprehensive, but we find that any per-
formance advantages of DPGradDescent over NoisyStats appear
to be small in the regime where the non-robust methods outperform
the robust ones. NoisyStats is simpler and has fewer hyperparam-
eters, however, so we find that it may be preferable in practice.
In addition to the quantity εnvar(x), the magnitude of noise
in the dependent variable effects the relative performance of the
algorithms. When the dependent variable is not very noisy (i.e. σ 2e
is small), the Theil-Sen-based estimators perform better since they
are better at leveraging a strong linear signal in the data.
These results show that even in this one-dimensional setting, the
story is already quite nuanced. Indeed, which algorithm performs
best depends on properties of the dataset, such as nvar(x), which
cannot be directly used without violating differential privacy. So,
one has tomake the choice based on guesses (eg. using similar public
datasets) or develop differentially private methods for selecting the
algorithm, a problem which we leave to future work. Moreover,
most of our methods come with hyperparameters that govern their
behavior. How to optimally choose these parameters is still an
open problem. In addition, we focus on outputting accurate point
estimates, rather than confidence intervals. Computing confidence
intervals is an important direction for future work.
1.5 Other Related Work
Linear regression is one of the most prevalent statistical methods
in the social sciences, and hence has been studied previously in
the differential privacy literature. These works have included both
theoretical analysis and experimental exploration, with themajority
of work focusing on large datasets.
One of our main findings — that robust estimators perform better
than parametric estimators in the differentially private setting, even
when the data come from a parametric model — corroborate insights
by [16] with regard to the connection between robust statistics and
differential privacy, and by [14] in the context of hypothesis testing.
Other systematic studies of DP linear regression have been per-
formed by Sheffet [23] and Wang [25]. Sheffet [23] considered
differentially private ordinary least squares methods and estimated
confidence intervals for the regression coefficients. He assumes
normality of the explanatory variables, while we do not make any
distributional assumptions on our covariates.
Private linear regression in the high-dimensional settings is stud-
ied by Cai et al. [8] and Wang [25]. Wang [25] considered private
ridge regression, where the ridge parameter is adaptively and pri-
vately chosen, using techniques similar to output perturbation [9].
These papers present methods and experiments for high dimen-
sional data (the datasets used contain at least 13 explanatory vari-
ables), whereas we are concerned with the one-dimensional setting.
We find that even the one-dimensional setting the choice of optimal
algorithm is already quite complex.
A Bayesian approach to DP linear regression is taken by Bern-
stein and Sheldon [5]. Their method uses sufficient statistic pertur-
bation (similar to our NoisyStats algorithm) for private release
and Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling over a posterior of the
regression coefficients. Their Bayesian approach can produce tight
credible intervals for the regression coefficients, but unlike ours,
requires distributional assumptions on both the regression coeffi-
cients and the underlying independent variables. In order to make
5private releases, we assume the data is bounded but make no other
distributional assumptions on the independent variables.
2 ALGORITHMS
In this section we detail the practical differentially private algo-
rithms we will evaluate experimentally. Pseudocode for all efficient
implementations of each algorithm described can be found in the
Appendix, and real code can be found in our GitHub repository. We
will assume throughout that (xi ,yi ) ∈ [0, 1]2, as in the Opportunity
Atlas, where it is achieved by preprocessing of the data. While we
would ideally ensure differentially private preprocessing of the data,
we will consider this outside the scope of this work.
2.1 NoisyStats
In NoisyStats (Algorithm 1), we add Laplace noise, with stan-
dard deviation approximately 1/ε , to the OLS sufficient statistics,
ncov(x,y), nvar(x), and then use the noisy sufficient statistics to
compute the predicted values. Note that this algorithm fails if the
denominator for the OLS estimator, the noisy version of nvar(x), be-
comes 0 or negative, in which case we output ⊥ (failure). The prob-
ability of failure decreases as ε or nvar(x) increases. NoisyStats is
the simplest and most efficient algorithm that we will study. In ad-
dition, the privacy guarantee is maintained even if we additionally
release the noisy statistics nvar(x) + L1 and ncov(x,y) + L2, which
may be of independent interest to researchers. We also note that
the algorithm is biased due to dividing by a Laplacian distribution
centered at nvar(x).
Algorithm 1: NoisyStats: (ε, 0)-DP Algorithm
Data: {(xi ,yi )}ni=1 ∈ ([0, 1] × [0, 1])n
Privacy params: ε
Hyperparams: n/a
Define ∆1 = ∆2 = (1 − 1/n)
Sample L1 ∼ Lap(0, 3∆1/ε)
Sample L2 ∼ Lap(0, 3∆2/ε)
if nvar(x) + L2 > 0 then
α˜ =
ncov(x,y)+L1
nvar(x)+L2
∆3 = 1/n · (1 + |α˜ |)
Sample L3 ∼ Lap(0, 3∆3/ε)
β˜ = (y¯ − α˜x¯) + L3
p˜25 = 0.25 · α˜ + β˜
p˜75 = 0.75 · α˜ + β˜
return p˜25, p˜75
else
return ⊥
Lemma 4. Algorithm 1 (NoisyStats) is (ε, 0)-DP.
2.2 DP TheilSen
The standard Theil-Sen estimator is a robust estimator for linear
regression. It computes the p25 estimates based on the lines defined
by all pairs of datapoints (xi ,yi ), (x j ,yj ) ∈ [0, 1]2 for all i , j ∈ [n],
then outputs the median of these pairwise estimates. To create a dif-
ferentially private version, we can replace the median computation
with a differentially private median algorithm. We implement this
approach using three DP median algorithms; two based on the ex-
ponential mechanism [20] and one based on the smooth sensitivity
of [21] and the noise distributions of [7].
In the “complete" version of Theil-Sen, all pairwise estimates are
included in the final median computation. A similar algorithm can
be run on the point estimates computed using k random matchings
of the (xi ,yi ) pairs. The case k = 1 amounts to the differentially
private “Short-cut Regression Algorithm” proposed by Dwork and
Lei [16]. This results in a more computationally efficient algorithm.
Furthermore, while in the non-private setting k = n − 1 is the
optimal choice, this is not necessarily true when we incorporate
privacy. Each datapoint affects k of the datapoints in z(p25) (using
the notation from Algorithm 2) out of the total k · n/2 datapoints.
In some private algorithms, the amount of noise added for privacy
is a function of the fraction of points in z(p25) influenced by each
(xi ,yi ), which is independent ofk –meaning that one should always
choose k as large as is computationally feasible. However, this is not
always the case. Increasing k can result in more noise being added
for privacy resulting in a trade-off between decreasing the noise
added for privacy (with smaller k) and decreasing the non-private
error (with larger k).
While intuitively, for small k , one can think of using k random
matchings, we will actually ensure that no edge is included twice.
We say the permutations τ1, · · · ,τn−1 are a decomposition of the
complete graph on n vertices, Kn into n − 1 matchings if ∪Σk =
{(xi ,x j ) | i, j ∈ [n]}where Σk = {(xτk (1),xτk (2)), · · · , (xτk (n−1),xτk (n))}.
Thus, DPTheilSen(n-1)Match, referred to simply as DPTheilSen,
uses all pairs of points. We will focus mainly on k = n − 1, which
we will refer to simply as DPTheilSen and k = 1, which we will
refer to as DPTheilSenMatch. For any other k , we denote the al-
gorithm as DPTheilSenkMatch. In the following subsections we
discuss the different differentially private median algorithms we use
as subroutines. The pseudo-code for DPTheilSenkMatch is found
in Algorithm 2.
Lemma 5. If DPmed(z(p25), ε, (n,k, hyperparameters) =
M(z(p25), hyperparameters)) for some (ε/k, 0)-DP mechanism M,
then Algorithm 2 (DPTheilSenkMatch) is (ε, 0)-DP.
2.2.1 DP Median using the Exponential Mechanism. The first dif-
ferentially private algorithm for the median that we will consider is
an instantiation of the exponential mechanism [20], a differentially
private algorithm designed for general optimization problems. The
exponential mechanism is defined with respect to a utility function
u, which maps (dataset, output) pairs to real values. For a dataset z,
the mechanism aims to output a value r that maximizes u(z, r ).
Definition 6 (Exponential Mechanism [20]). Given dataset z ∈ Rn
and the range of the outputs, [rl , ru ], the exponential mechanism
outputs r ∈ [rl , ru ] with probability proportional to exp
(
εu(z,r )
2GSu
)
,
where
GSu = max
r ∈[rl ,ru ]
max
z,z′neighbors
|u(z, r ) − u(z′, r )|.
One way to instantiate the exponential mechanism to compute
the median is by using the following utility function. Let
u(z, r ) = − |#above r − #below r |
6Algorithm 2: DPTheilSenkMatch: (ε, 0)-DP Algorithm
Data: {(xi ,yi )}ni=1 ∈ ([0, 1] × [0, 1])n
Privacy params: ε
Hyperparams: n,k , DPmed, hyperparams
z(p25), z(p75) = [ ]
Let τ1, · · · ,τn−1 be a decomposition of Kn into matchings.
for k iterations do
Sample (without replacement) h ∈ [n − 1]
for 0 ≤ i < n − 1, i = i + 2 do
j = τh (i)
l = τh (i + 1)
if (xl − x j , 0) then
s = (yl − yj )/(xl − x j )
z
(p25)
j,l = s
(
0.25 − xl+x j2
)
+
yl+yj
2
z
(p75)
j,l = s
(
0.75 − xl+x j2
)
+
yl+yj
2
Append z(p25)j,l to z
(p25) and z(p75)j,l to z
(p75)
p˜25 = DPmed
(
z(p25), ε, (n,k, hyperparams)
)
p˜75 = DPmed
(
z(p75), ε, (n,k, hyperparams)
)
return p˜25, p˜75
where #above r and #below r denote the number of datapoints in z
that are above and below r in value respectively, not including r
itself. An example of the shape of the output distribution of this
algorithm is given in Figure 1. An efficient implementation is given
in the Appendix.
Wewill write DPExpTheilSenkMatch to refer to DPTheilSenkMatch
where DPmed is the DP exponential mechanism described above
with privacy parameter ε/k . Again, we write DPExpTheilSenMatch
when k = 1 and DPExpTheilSen when k = n − 1.
Lemma 7. DPExpTheilSenkMatch is (ε, 0)-DP.
2.2.2 DP Median using Widened Exponential Mechanism. When
the output space is the real line, the standard exponential mecha-
nism for the median has some nuanced behaviour when the data
is highly concentrated. For example, imagine in Figure 1 if all the
datapoints coincided. In this instance, DPExpTheilSen is simply the
uniform distribution on [rl , ru ], despite the fact that the median of
the dataset is very stable. To mitigate this issue, we use a variation
on the standard utility function. For a widening parameter θ > 0,
the widened utility function is
u(z, r ) = −min {|#above a − #below a | : |a − r | ≤ θ }
Figure 1: Unnormalized distribution of outputs of the expo-
nential mechanism for differentially privately computing
the median of dataset z.
where #above a and #below a are defined as before. This has the
effect of increasing the probability mass around the median, as
shown in Figure 2.
The parameter θ needs to be carefully chosen. All outputs within
θ of the median are given the same utility score, so θ represents a
lower bound on the error. Conversely, choosing θ too small may
result in the area around the median not being given sufficient
weight in the sampled distribution. Note that θ > 0 is only required
when one expects the datasets zp25 to be highly concentrated (for
example when the dataset has strong linear signal). We defer the
question of optimally choosing θ to future work.
An efficient implementation of the θ -widened exponential mech-
anism for the median can be found in the Appendix as Algorithm 4.
Wewill use DPWideTheilSenkMatch to refer to DPTheilSenkMatch
where DPmed is the θ -widened exponential mechanism with pri-
vacy parameter ε/k . Again, we use
DPWideTheilSenMatch when k = 1 and DPWideTheilSen when
k = n − 1.
Lemma 8. DPWideTheilSenkMatch is (ε, 0)-DP.
2.2.3 DP Median using Smooth Sensitivity Noise Addition. The final
algorithm we consider for releasing a differentially private median
adds noise scaled to the smooth sensitivity – a smooth upper bound
on the local sensitivity function. Intuitively, this algorithm should
perform well when the datapoints are clustered around the median;
that is, when the median is very stable.
Definition 9 (Smooth Upper Bound on LSf [21]). For t > 0, a
function Sf ,t : Xn → R is a t-smooth upper bound on the local
sensitivity of a function f : Xn → R if:
∀z ∈ Xn : LSf (z) ≤ Sf ,t (z);
∀z, z′ ∈ Xn ,d(z, z′) = 1 : Sf ,t (z) ≤ et · Sf ,t (z′).
where d(z, z′) is the distance between datasets z and z′.
Let Zk : ([0, 1] × [0, 1])n → Rkn/2 to denote the function that
transforms a set of point coordinates into estimates for each pair
of points in our k matchings, so in the notation of Algorithm 2,
zp25 = Z(x,y). The function that we are concerned with the
smooth sensitivity of is med◦Zk , which maps (x,y) to med(zp25).
We will use the following smooth upper bound to the local sensi-
tivity:
Figure 2: Unnormalized distribution of outputs of the θ-
widened exponentialmechanism for differentially privately
computing the median of dataset z.
7Lemma 10. Let z1 ≤ z2 ≤ · · · ≤ z2m be a sorting ofZk (x, y). Then
Skmed◦Z,t ((x, y))
= max
{
zm+k − zm , zm − zm−k ,
max
l=1, ...,n
max
s=0, · · · ,k(l+1)
e−l t (zm+s − zm−(k(l+1)+s )
}
,
is a t-smooth upper bound on the local sensitivity of med◦Zk .
Proof. Proof in the Appendix. □
The algorithm then adds noise proportional toSkmed◦Z,t ((x,y))/ε
tomed◦Z(x,y). A further discussion of the formula Skmed◦Z,t ((x,y))
and pesudo-code can be found in Appendix E. The noise is sampled
from the Student’s T distribution. There are several other valid
choices of noise distributions (see [21] and [7]), but we found the
Student’s T distribution to be preferable as the mechanism remains
stable across values of ε
Lemma 11. DPSSTheilSenkMatch is (ε, 0)-DP.
2.3 DP Gradient Descent
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) for simple 1-dimensional linear re-
gression is defined as the solution to the optimization problem
argmin
α,β
n∑
i=1
(yi − αxi − β)2.
There has been an extensive line of work on solving convex opti-
mization problems in a differentially private manner. We use the
private gradient descent algorithm of [4] to provide private esti-
mates of the 0.25, 0.75 predictions (p25,p75). This algorithm per-
forms standard gradient descent, except that noise is added to a
clipped version of the gradient at each round (clipped to range
[−τ ,τ ]2 for some setting of τ > 0). The number of calls to the
gradient needs to be chosen carefully since we have to split our
privacy budget amongst the gradient calls. We note that we are
yet to fully explore the full suite of parameter settings for this
method. See the Appendix for pseudo-code for our implementation
and [4] for more information on differentially private stochastic
gradient descent. We consider three versions of DPGradDescent:
DPGDPure, DPGDApprox, and DPGDzCDP, which are (ε, 0)-DP, (ε,δ )-
DP, and (ε2/2)-zCDP algorithms, respectively. Zero-concentrated
differential privacy (zCDP) is a slightly weaker notion of differential
privacy that is well suited to iterative algorithms. For the purposes
of this paper, we set δ = 2−30 whenever DPGDApprox is run, and set
the privacy parameter of DPGDzCDP to allow for a fair comparison.
DPGDPure provides the strongest privacy guarantee followed by
DPGDApprox and then DPGDzCDP. As expected, DPGDzCDP typically
has the best performance.
2.4 NoisyIntercept
We also compare the above DP mechanisms to simply adding noise
to the average y-value. For any given dataset (x,y) ∈ ([0, 1] ×
[0, 1])n , this method computes y¯ = 1n
∑n
i=1 yi and outputs a noisy
estimate y˜ = y¯ + Lap
(
0, 1εn
)
as the predicted p˜25, p˜75 estimates.
This method performs well when the slope α is very small.
2.5 A Note on Hyperparameters
We leave the question of how to choose the optimal hyperparam-
eters for each algorithm to future work. Unfortunately, since the
optimal hyperparameter settings may reveal sensitive information
about the dataset, one can not tune the hyperparameters on a hold-
out set. However, we found that for most of the hyperparameters,
once a good choice of hyperparameter setting was found, it could
be used for a variety of similar datasets. Thus, one realistic way to
tune the parameters may be to tune on a public dataset similar to
the dataset of interest. For example, for applications using census
data, one could tune the parameters on previous years’ census data.
We note that, as presented here, NoisyStats requires no hy-
perparameter tuning, while DPExpTheilSen and DPSSTheilSen
only require a small amount of tuning (they require upper and
lower bounds on the output). However, NoisyStats requires knowl-
edge of the range of the inputs xi ,yi , which is not required by
the Theil-Sen methods. Both DPGradDescent and DPWideTheilSen
can be quite sensitive to the choice of hyperparameters. In fact,
DPExpTheilSen is simply DPWideTheilSenwith θ = 0, and we will
often see a significant difference in the behaviour of these algo-
rithms. Preliminary experiments on the robustness of DPWideTheilSen
to the choice of θ can be found in the Appendix.
3 EXPERIMENTAL OUTLINE
The goal of this work is to provide insight and guidance into what
features of a dataset should be considered when choosing a differen-
tially private algorithm for simple linear regression. As such, in the
following sections, we explore the behavior of these algorithms on
a variety of real datasets. We also consider some synthetic datasets
where we can further explore how properties of the dataset affect
performance.
3.1 Description of the Data
3.1.1 Opportunity Insights data. The first dataset we consider is
a simulated version of the data used by the Opportunity Insights
team in creating the Opportunity Atlas tool described in Section 1.2.
In the appendix, we describe the data generation process used
by the Opportunity Insights team to generate the simulated data.
Each datapoint, (xi ,yi ), corresponds to a pair, (parent income per-
centile rank, child income percentile rank) , where parent income
is defined as the total pre-tax income at the household level, av-
eraged over the years 1994-2000, and child income is defined as
the total pre-tax income at the individual level, averaged over the
years 2014-2015 when the children are between the ages of 31-37.
In the Census data, every state in the United States is partitioned
into small neighborhood-level blocks called tracts. We perform the
linear regression on each tract individually. The “best” differentially
private algorithm differs from state to state, and even tract to tract.
We focus on results for Illinois (IL) which has a total of n = 219, 594
datapoints divided among 3,108 tracts. The individual datasets (cor-
responding to tracts in the Census data) each contain between
n = 30 and n = 400 datapoints. The statistic nvar(x) ranges be-
tween 0 and 25, with the majority of tracts having nvar(x) ∈ [0, 5].
We use ε = 16 in all our experiments on this data since that is the
value approved by the Census for, and currently used in, the release
of the Opportunity Atlas [11].
83.1.2 Washington, DC Bikeshare UCI Dataset. Next, we consider a
family of small datasets containing data from the Capital Bikeshare
system, in Washington D.C., USA, from the years 2011 and 20121.
Each (xi ,yi ) datapoint of the dataset contains the temperature (xi )
and user count of the bikeshare program (yi ) for a single hour in
2011 or 2012. The xi and yi values are both normalized so that they
lie between 0 and 1 by a linear rescaling of the data. In order to
obtain smaller datasets to work with, we segment this dataset into
288 (12x24) smaller datasets each corresponding to a (month, hour
of the day) pair. Each smaller datasetcontains between n = 45 and
n = 62 datapoints. We linearly regress the number of active users
of the bikeshare program on the temperature. While the variables
are positively correlated, the correlation is not obviously linear
— in that the data is not necessarily well fit by a line — within
many of these datasets, so we see reasonably large standard error
values ranging between 0.0003 and 0.32 for this data. Note that our
privacy guarantee is at the level of hours rather than individuals so
it serves more as an example to evaluate the utility of our methods,
rather than a real privacy application. While this is an important
distinction to make for deployment of differential privacy, we will
not dwell on it here since our goal to evaluate the statistical utility
of our algorithms on real datasets. An example of one of these
datasets is displayed in Figure 3.
3.1.3 Carbon Nanotubes UCI Dataset. While we are primarily con-
cerned with evaluating the behavior of the private algorithms on
small datasets, we also present results on a good candidate for pri-
vate analysis: a large dataset with a strong linear relationship. In
contrast to the Bikeshare UCI data and the Opportunity Insights
data, this is a single dataset, rather than a family of datasets. This
data is drawn from a dataset studying atomic coordinates in carbon
nanotubes [3]. For each datapoint (xi ,yi ), xi is the u-coordinate
of the initial atomic coordinates of a molecule and yi is the u-
coordinate of the calculated atomic coordinates after the energy
of the system has been minimized. After we filtered out all points
that are not contained in [0, 1]× [0, 1], the resulting datasetcontains
n = 10, 683 datapoints. A graphical representation of the data is
included in Figure 4. Due to the size of this dataset, we run the
1This data is publicly available at http://capitalbikeshare.com/system-data [19].
Figure 3: Example of dataset from Washington, DC Bike-
share UCI Dataset.
efficient DPTheilSenMatch algorithm with k = 1 on this dataset.
This dataset does not contain sensitive information, however we
have included it to evaluate the behaviour of the DP algorithms on
a variety of real datasets.
3.1.4 Stock Exchange UCI Dataset. Our final real dataset studies
the relationship between the Istanbul Stock Exchange and the USD
Stock Exchange [1]. 2 It compares {xi = Istanbul Stock Exchange
national 100 index} to {yi = the USD International Securities Ex-
change}. This dataset has n = 250 datapoints and a representation
is included in Figure 5. This is a a smaller, noisier dataset than the
Carbon Nanotubes UCI dataset.
3.1.5 Synthetic Data. The synthetic datasets were constructed by
sampling xi ∈ R, for i = 1, . . . ,n, independently from a uniform
distribution with x¯ = 0.5 and variance σ 2x . For each xi , the corre-
spondingyi is generated asyi = αxi+β+ei , where α = 0.5, β = 0.2,
and ei is sampled from N(0,σ 2e ). The (xi ,yi ) datapoints are then
clipped to the box [0, 1]2. The DP algorithms estimate the prediction
at xnew using privacy parameter ε .
The values of n, σ 2x , σ 2e , xnew , and ε vary across the individual
experiments. The synthetic data experiments are designed to study
which properties of the data and privacy regime determine the per-
formance of the private algorithms. Thus, in these experiments, we
2This dataset was collected from imkb.gov.tr and finance.yahoo.com.
Figure 4: Carbon Nanotubes UCI Dataset.
Figure 5: The Stock Exchange UCI Dataset.
9vary one of parameters listed above and observe the impact on the
accuracy of the algorithms and their relative performance to each
other. Since we know the ground truth on this synthetically gen-
erated data, we plot empirical error bounds that take into account
both the sampling error and the error due to the DP algorithms,
Cˆtrue(68)/σ (p̂xnew ). We evaluate DPTheilSenkMatch with k = 10
in the synthetic experiments rather than DPTheilSen, since the
former is computationally more efficient and still gives us insight
into the performance of the latter.
3.2 Hyperparameters
Hyperparameters were tuned on the semi-synthetic Opportunity
Insights data by experimenting with many different choices, and
choosing the best. The hyperparameters are listed in Table 1. We
leave the question of optimizing hyperparameters in a privacy-
preserving way to future work. Hyperparameters for the UCI and
synthetic datasets were chosen according to choices that seemed
to perform well on the Opportunity Insights datasets. This ensures
that the hyperparameters were not tuned to the specific datasets
(ensuring validity of the privacy guarantees), but also leaves some
room for improvement in the performance by more careful hyper-
parameter tuning.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we discuss the findings from the experiments de-
scribed in the previous section. In the majority of the real datasets
tested, DPExpTheilSen is the best performing algorithm. We’ll dis-
cuss some reasons why DPExpTheilSen performs well, as well as
some regimes when other algorithms perform better.
A note on the statement of privacy parameters in the experi-
ments. We will state the privacy budget used to compute the pair
(p25,p75), however we will only show empirical error bounds for
p25. The empirical error bounds for p75 display similar phenom-
ena. The algorithms NoisyStats and DPGradDescent inherently
release both point estimates together so the privacy loss is the
same whether we release the pair (p25,p75) or just p25. However,
DPExpTheilSen, DPExpWideTheilSen, DPSSTheilSen and the al-
gorithm used by the Opportunity Insights team use half their budget
to release p25 and half their budget to release p75, separately.
Table 1: Hyperparameters used in experiments on OI data
and UCI datasets.
Algorithms OI/UCI data Synthetic data
NoisyStats None None
NoisyIntercept None N/A
DPExpTheilSen rl = −0.5, ru = 1.5 rl = −2, ru = 2
DPWideTheilSen rl = −0.5, ru = 1.5, rl = −2, ru = 2
θ = 0.01 θ = 0.01
DPSSTheilSen rl = −0.5, ru = 1.5, rl = −2, ru = 2
d = 3 d = 3
DPGradDescent τ = 1, T = 80 τ = 1, T = 80
4.1 Real Data and the Opportunity Insights
Application
Figure 6 shows the results of all the DP linear regression algorithms,
as well as the mechanism used by the Opportunity Insights team,
on the Opportunity Insights data for the states of Illinois and North
Carolina. For each algorithm, we build an empirical cumulative den-
sity distribution of the empirical error bounds set over the tracts in
that state. The vertical dotted line in Figures 6 intercepts each curve
at the point where the noise due to privacy exceeds the standard error.
The Opportunity Insights team used a heuristic method inspired
by, but not satisfying, DP to deploy the Opportunity Altas [11].
Their privacy parameter of ε = 16 was selected by the Opportunity
Insights team and a Census Disclosure Review Board by balancing
the privacy and utility considerations. Figure 6 shows that there
exist differentially private algorithms that are competitive with,
and in many cases more accurate than, the algorithm currently
deployed in the Opportunity Atlas.
Additionally, while the methods used by the Opportunity In-
sights team are highly tailored to their setting relying on coordina-
tion across Census tracts, in order to compute an upper bound on
the local sensitivity, as discussed in Section 1.3, the formally differ-
entially private methods are general-purpose and do not require
coordination across tracts.
Figures 7 shows empirical cumulative density distributions of the
empirical error bounds on the 288 datasets in the Bikeshare dataset.
Figure 8 shows the empirical cumulative density function of the
output distribution on the Stockexchange dataset. Note that this
is a different form to the empirical CDFs which appear in Figure 6
and Figure 7. Figure 9a shows the empirical cumulative density
function of the output distribution on the CarbonNanotubes dataset.
Figures 7, 8 and 9a show that on the three other real datasets, for
a range of realistic ε values the additional noise due to privacy, in
particular using DPExpTheilSen, is less than the standard error.
4.2 Robustness vs. Non-robustness: Guidance
for Algorithm Selection
The DP algorithms we evaluate can be divided into two classes, ro-
bust DP estimators based on Theil-Sen— DPSSTheilSen, DPExpTheilSen
and DPWideTheilSen — and non-robust DP estimators based on
OLS — NoisyStats and GradDescent. Experimentally, we found
that the algorithm’s behaviour tend to be clustered in these two
classes, with the robust estimators outperforming the non-robust
estimators in a wide variety of parameter regimes. In most of the
experiments we saw in the previous section (Figures 6, 7, 8 and, 9a),
DPExpTheilSen was the best performing algorithm, followed by
DPWideTheilSen and DPSSTheilSen. However, below we will see
that in experiments on synthetic data, we found that the non-robust
estimators outperform the robust estimators in some parameter
regimes.
4.2.1 NoisyStats and DPExpTheilSen. In Figure 10, we investi-
gate the relative performance (Cˆtrue(68)/σ (p̂25)) of the algorithms
in several parameter regimes of n, ε , and σ 2x on synthetically gen-
erated data. For each parameter setting, for each algorithm, we
plot of the average value of Cˆtrue(68)/σ (p̂25) over 50 trials on a
single dataset, and average again over 500 independently sampled
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(a) Illinois (IL)
(b) North Carolina (NC)
Figure 6: Empirical CDF for the Empirical 68% error bounds,
Cˆ(68), normalized by empirical OLS standard error when
evaluated on Opportunity Insights data for the states of Illi-
nois andNorthCarolina. The algorithmdenoted byOI refers
to the heuristic algorithm used in the deployment of the Op-
portunity Altas Tool [10]. Privacy parameter ε = 16 for the
pair (p25,p75).
datasets. Across large ranges for each of these three parameters
(n ∈ [30, 10, 000]; σ 2x ∈ [0.003, 0.03]; ε ∈ [0.01, 10], all varied on a
logarithmic scale), we see that either DPExpTheilSen, DPGDzCDP, or
NoisyStats is consistently the best performing algorithm—or close
to it. Note that of these three algorithms, only DPExpTheilSen and
NoisyStats fulfill the stronger pure (ε, 0)-DP privacy guarantee.
We see that DPGDzCDP and NoisyStats trend towards taking over
as the best algorithms as εnσ 2x increases.
For parameter regimes in which the non-robust algorithms out-
perform the robust estimators, NoisyStats is preferable to DPGDzCDP
since it is more efficient, requires no hyperparameter tuning (except
bounds on the inputs xi and yi ), fulfills a stronger privacy guaran-
tee, and releases the noisy sufficient statistics with no additional
Figure 7: Bikeshare data. Empirical CDFs of the perfor-
mance over the set of datasets when ε = 10.
Figure 8: Stock Exchange UCI Data. Empirical cdf of the out-
put distribution of the estimate of p25 after 100 trials of each
algorithmwith ε = 2. The grey region includes all the values
that are within one standard error of σ̂ (p̂25). The curve la-
belled “standard error“ shows the non-private posterior be-
lief on the value of the p25 assuming Gaussian noise.
cost in privacy. Experimentally, we find that the main indicator for
deciding between robust estimators and non-robust estimators is
the quantity εnvar(x) (which is a proxy for εnσ 2x ). Roughly, when
εnvar(x) and σ 2e are both large, NoisyStats is close to optimal
among the DP algorithms tested; otherwise, the robust estimator
DPExpTheilSen typically has lower error. Hyperparameter tuning
and the quantity |xnew − x¯ | also play minor roles in determining
the relative performance of the algorithms.
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(a) Domain knowledge that p25, p75 ∈ [−0.5, 1.5]
(b) Domain knowledge that p25, p75 ∈ [−50, 50]
Figure 9: Carbon nanotubes UCI Data. Empirical cdf of the
output distribution of the estimate of p25 after 100 trials
of each algorithm. The grey region includes all the values
that are within one standard error of p̂25. The curve labelled
“standard error“ shows the non-private posterior belief on
the value of the p25 assuming Gaussian noise.
4.2.2 Role of εnvar(x). The quantity εnvar(x) is related to the size
of the dataset, how concentrated the independent variable of the
data is and how private the mechanism is. It appears to be a better
indicator of the performance of DP mechanisms than any of the
individual statistics ε,n, or var(x) in isolation. In Figure 11 we com-
pare the performance of NoisyStats and DPExpTheilSen10Match
as we vary σ 2e and xnew . For each parameter setting, for each al-
gorithm, the error is computed as the average error over 20 trials
and 500 independently sampled datasets. Notice that the blue line
presents the error of the non-private OLS estimator, which is our
baseline. The quantity we control in these experiments is εnσ 2x ,
although we expect this to align closely with εnvar(x), which is
the empirically measurable quantity. In all of our synthetic data
(a) Varying n
(b) Varying σ 2x
(c) Varying ε
Figure 10: Relative error (Cˆtrue/σ (p̂25)) of DP and non-private
algorithms on synthetic data..
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(a) εnσ 2x = 40; varying σ 2e (b) εnσ 2x = 40; varying xnew
(c) εnσ 2x = 216; varying σ 2e (d) εnσ 2x = 216; varying xnew
(e) εnσ 2x = 800; varying σ 2e (f) εnσ 2x = 800; varying xnew
Figure 11: Comparing NoisyStats and DPExpTS10Match on
synthetic data as σ 2e and xnew vary, for x¯ = 0.5. Plotting
Cˆtrue/σ (p̂25). OLS and TheilSen10Match included for refer-
ence.
experiments, in which the xi ’s are uniform and the ei ’s are Gauss-
ian, once εnσ 2x > 400 and σ 2e ≥ 10−2, NoisyStats is close to the
best performing algorithm. It is also important to note that once
εnvar(x) is large, both NoisyStats and DPExpTheilSen perform
well. See Figure 11 for a demonstration of this on the synthetic data.
The error, as measured by Cˆtrue(68), of both OLS and Theil-Sen
estimators converges to 0 as n → ∞ at the same asymptotic rate.
However, OLS converges a constant factor faster than Theil-Sen
resulting in its superior performance on relatively large datasets. As
εnvar(x) increases, the error of NoisyStats decreases, and the out-
puts of this algorithm concentrate around the OLS estimate. While
the outputs of DPExpTheilSen tend to be more concentrated, they
converge to the Theil-Sen estimate, which has higher sampling error.
Thus, as we increase εnvar(x), eventually the additional noise due
to privacy added by NoisyStats is less than the difference between
the OLS and Theil-Sen point estimates, resulting in NoisyStats
outperforming DPExpTheilSen. This phenomenon can be seen in
Figure 10 and Figure 11.
The classifying power of εnvar(x) is a result of its impact on
the performance of NoisyStats. Recall that NoisyStats works by
using noisy sufficient statistics within the closed form solution for
OLS given in Equation 2. The noisy sufficient statistic nvar(x) +
Lap(0, 3∆2/ε), appears in the denominator of this closed form so-
lution. When εnvar(x) is small, this noisy sufficient statistic has
constant mass concentrated near, or below, 0, and hence the inverse,
1/(nvar(x) + Lap(0, 3∆2/ε)), which appears in the NoisyStats,
can be an arbitrarily bad estimate of 1/nvar(x). In contrast, when
εnvar(x) is large, the distribution of nvar(x) + Lap(0, 3∆2/ε) is
more concentrated around nvar(x), so that with high probability
1/(nvar(x) + Lap(0, 3∆2/ε)) is close to 1/nvar(x).
In Figures 10a, 10b and 10c, the performance of all the algorithms,
including NoisyStats and DPExpTheilSen, are shown as we vary
each of the parameters ε,n and σ 2x , while holding the other variables
constant, on synthetic data. In doing so, each of these plots is
effectively varying εnvar(x) as a whole. These plots suggest that
all three parameters help determine which algorithm is the most
accurate. Figure 11 confirms that εnvar(x) is a strong indicator of
the relative performance of NoisyStats and DPExpTheilSen, even
as other variables in the OLS standard error equation (3) – including
the variance of the noise of the dependent variable, σe , and the
difference between xnew and the mean of the x values, |xnew − x¯ |
– are varied.
4.2.3 The Role of σ 2e . One main advantage that all the DPTheilSen
algorithms have over NoisyStats is that they are better able to
adapt to the specific dataset. When σ 2e is small, there is a strong
linear signal in the data that the non-private OLS estimator and
the DPTheilSen algorithms can leverage. Since the noise addition
mechanism of NoisyStats does not leverage this strong signal, its
relative performance is worse when σ 2e is small. Thus, σ 2e affects
the relative performance of the algorithms, even when εnvar(x) is
large. We saw this effect in Figure 9a on the Carbon Nanotubes UCI
data, where εnvar(x) = 889.222 is large, but NoisyStats performed
poorly relative to the DPTheilSen algorithms.
In each of the plots 11a, 11c, and 11e, the quantity εnvar(x)
is held constant while σ 2e is varied. These plots confirm that the
performance of NoisyStats degrades, relative to other algorithms,
when σ 2e is small. As σ 2e increases, the relative performance of
NoisyStats improves until it drops below the relative performance
of the TheilSen estimates. The cross-over point varies with εnvar(x).
In Figure 11a, we see that when εnvar(x) is small, the methods based
on Theil-Sen are the better choice for all values of σ 2e studied. When
we increase εnvar(x) in Figure 11e we see a clear cross over point.
These plots add evidence to our conjecture that robust estimators
are a good choice when εnvar(x) and σ 2e are both small, while
non-robust estimators perform well when εnvarx is large.
4.2.4 The Role of |xnew − x¯ |. The final factor we found that plays a
role in the relative performance of NoisyStats and DPExpTheilSen
is |xnew − x¯ |. This effect is less pronounced than that of εnvar(x) or
σ 2e , and seems to rarely change the ordering of DP algorithms. In Fig-
ures 11b, 11d and 11f, we explore the effect of this quantity on the rel-
ative performance of OLS, TheilSen10Match, DPExpTheilSen10Match,
and NoisyStats. We saw in Equation 3 that |xnew − x¯ | affects the
standard error σˆ (p̂25) - the further xnew is from the centre of the
data, x¯ , the less certainwe are about the OLS point estimate. All algo-
rithms have better performance when |xnew − x¯ | is small; however,
this effect is most pronounced with NoisyStats. In NoisyStats,
p˜xnew = α˜(xnew − x¯) + y¯ + L3 where L3 ∼ Lap(0, 3(1 + |α˜ |)/(εn))
and α˜ and β˜ are the noisy slope and intercepts respectively. Thus,
we expect a large |xnew − x¯ | to amplify the error present in α˜ . We
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vary xnew between 0 and 1. As expected, the error is minimized
when xnew = 0.5, since x¯ = 0.5. Since we expect the error in α˜ to
decrease as we increase εnvar(x), this explains why the quantity
|xnew − x¯ | has a larger effect when εnvar(x) is small.
4.2.5 The Role of Hyperparameter Tuning. A final major distin-
guishing feature between the DPTheilSen algorithms, NoisyStats
and DPGradDescent is the amount of prior knowledge needed by
the data analyst to choose the hyperparameters appropriately. No-
tably, NoisyStats does not require any hyperparameter tuning
other than a bound on the data. The DPTheilSen algorithms re-
quire some reasonable knowledge of the range that p25 and p75 lie
in in order to set rl and ru . Finally, DPGradDescent requires some
knowledge of where the input values lie, so it can set τ and T .
In Figure 9b, NoisyStats and all three DPGradDescent algo-
rithms outperform the robust estimators. This experiment differs
from Figure 9a in two important ways: the privacy parameter ε has
decreased from 1 to 0.01, and the feasible output region for the DP
TheilSen methods has increased from [−0.5, 1.5] to [−50, 50]. When
ε is large, the DPTheilSen algorithms are robust to the choice of
this region since any area outside the range of the data is expo-
nentially down weighted (see Figure 1). However, when ε is small,
the size of this region can have a large effect on the stability of the
output. As ε decreases, the output distributions of the DPTheilSen
estimators are flattened, so that they are essentially sampling from
the uniform distribution on the range of the parameter. This effect
likely explains the poor performance of the robust estimators in
Figure 9b, and highlights the importance of choosing hyperparame-
ters carefully. If ε is small (ε much less than 1) and the analyst does
not have a decent estimate of the range of p25, then NoisyStats
may be a safer choice than DPTheilSen.
4.3 Which robust estimator?
In the majority of the regimes we have tested, DPExpTheilSen
outperforms all the other private algorithms. While DPSSTheilSen
can be competitive with DPExpTheilSen and DPWideTheilSen, it
rarely seems to outperform them. However, DPWideTheilSen can
significantly outperform DPExpTheilSen when the standard error
is small. Figure 12 compares the performance of DPExpTheilSen and
DPWideTheilSen on the Bikeshare UCI data. When there is little
noise in the data we expect the set of pairwise estimates that Theil-
Sen takes the median of to be highly concentrated. We discussed
in Section 2.2 why this is a difficult setting for DPExpTheilSen: in
the continuous setting, the exponential mechanism based median
algorithm can fail to put sufficient probability mass around the
median, even if the data is concentrated at the median (see Figure 1).
DPWideTheilSenwas designed exactly as a fix to this problem. The
parameter θ needs to be chosen carefully. In Figure 9a, θ is set to be
much larger than the standard error, resulting in DPWideTheilSen
performing poorly.
4.4 Which non-robust estimator?
There are twomain non-robust estimatorswe consider: DPGradDescent
and NoisyStats. DPGradDescent has three versions – DPGDPure,
DPGDApprox, and DPGDzCDP – corresponding to the pure, approxi-
mate, and zero-concentrated variants. Amongst the DPGradDescent
Figure 12: Comparison of DPExpTheilSen and
DPWideExpTheilSen on Bikeshare UCI data with ε = 2
and θ = 0.01. Datasets are sorted by their standard errors.
For each dataset, there is a dot corresponding to the Cˆ(68)
value of each algorithm. Both dots lie on the same vertical
line.
algorithms, as expected, DPGDzCDP provides the best utility fol-
lowed by DPGDApprox, and then DPGDPure. But how do these com-
pare to NoisyStats? NoisyStats outperforms both DPGDPure and
DPGDApprox for smallδ (e.g.δ = 2−30 in our experiments). DPGDzCDP
consistently outperforms NoisyStats, but the gap in performance
is small in the regime where the non-robust estimators beat the ro-
bust estimators. Moreover, NoisyStats achieves a stronger privacy
guarantee (pure (ε, 0)-DP rather than ε2/2-zCDP). A fairer com-
parison is to use the natural ε2/2-zCDP analogue of NoisyStats
(using Gaussian noise and zCDP composition), in which case we
have found that the advantage of DPGDzCDP significantly shrinks
and in some cases is reversed. (Experiments omitted.)
The performance of the DPGradDescent algorithms also de-
pend on hyperparameters that need to be carefully tuned, such
as the number of gradient calls T and the clip range [−τ ,τ ]. Since
NoisyStats requires less hyperparameters, thismakes DPGradDescent
potentially harder to use in practice. In addition, NoisyStats is
more efficient and can be used to release the noisy sufficient statis-
tics with no additional privacy loss. Since the performance of the
two algorithms is similar in the regime where non-robust methods
appear to have more utility than the robust ones, the additional
benefits of NoisyStats may make it preferable in practice.
We leave a more thorough evaluation and optimization of these
algorithms in the regime of large n, including how to optimize the
hyperparameters in a DP manner, to future work.
4.5 Analyzing the bias
Let (pTS25 ,pTS75 ) be the prediction estimates produced using the
non-private TheilSen estimator. The non-robust DP methods –
NoisyStats and DPGradDescent – approach (p̂25, p̂75) as ε → ∞,
while the DPTheilSen methods approach (pTS25 ,pTS75 ) as ε → ∞.
For any fixed dataset, (p̂25, p̂75) and (pTS25 ,pTS75 ) are not necessarily
equal. A good representation of this bias can be seen in Figure 9a.
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However, both the TheilSen estimator and the OLS estimator are
consistent unbiased estimators of the true slope in simple linear
regression. That is, as n →∞, both (pTS25 ,pTS75 ) and (p̂25, p̂75) tend
to the true value (p25,p75). Thus, all the private algorithms output
the true prediction estimates as n →∞, for a fixed ε .
5 CONCLUSION
It is possible to design DP simple linear regression algorithmswhere
the distortion added by the private algorithm is less than the stan-
dard error, even for small datasets. In this work, we found that in
order to achieve this we needed to switch fromOLS regression to the
more robust linear regression estimator, Theil-Sen. We identified
key factors that analysts should consider when deciding whether
DP methods based on robust or non-robust estimators are right for
their application.
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A OPPORTUNITY INSIGHTS APPLICATION
A.1 Data Generating Process for OI Synthetic
Datasets
In this subsection, we describe the data generating process for
simulating census microdata from the Opportunity Insights team.
In the model, assume that each set of parents i in tract t and state
m has one child (also indexed by i).
Size of Tract: The size of each tract in any state is a random
variable. Let Exp(b) represent the exponential distribution with
scale b. Then if ntm is the number of people in tract t and statem,
then ntm ∼ ⌊Exp(52)+20⌋. This distribution over simulated counts
was chosen by the Opportunity Insights team because it closely
matches the distribution of tract sizes in the real data.
Linear Income Relationship: Let xitm be the child income
given the parent income yitm , then we enforce the following rela-
tionship between xitm and yitm :
ln(xitm ) = αtm + βtm ln(yitm ) + ei ,
where ei ∼ N(0, (0.20)2) and αtm , βtm are calculated from public
estimates of child income rank given the parent income rank. 3
Next, pim is calculated as the parent i’s percentile income within
3 Gleaned from some tables the Opportunity Insights team publicly released with
tract-level (micro) data. See https://opportunityatlas.org/. The dataset used to calculate
the αtm, βtm is aggregated from some publicly-available income data for all tracts
within all U.S. states between 1978 and 1983.
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the statem’s parent income distribution (and rounded up to the
2nd decimal place).
Parent Income Distribution: Let µtm denote the public esti-
mate of the mean household income for tract t in state m (also
obtained from publicly-available income data used to calculate
αtm , βtm ). Empirically, the Opportunity Insights team found that
the within-tract standard deviation of parent incomes is about twice
the between-tract standard deviation. Let Var(µtm ) denote the sam-
ple variance of the estimator µtm . Then enforce that Vartm (yitm ) =
4 Var(µtm ) where Vartm (yitm ) is the variance of parental income
yitm in tract t and statem. Furthermore, assume that yitm are log-
normally distributed within each tract and draw ln(yitm ) from
N(Etm [ln(yitm )],Vartm [ln(yitm )]) for i = 1, . . . ,ntm , where
Etm [ln(yitm )] = 2 ln(µtm ) − 0.5 ln(Vartm (yitm ) + µ
2
tm ),
and
Var
tm
[ln(yitm )] = −2 ln(µtm ) + ln(Vartm (yitm ) + µ
2
tm ).
A.2 The Maximum Observed Sensitivity
Algorithm
Opportunity Insights [10] provided a practical method – which they
term the “Maximum Observed Sensitivity” (MOS) algorithm – to re-
duce the privacy loss of their released estimates. This method is not
formally differentially private. We use MOS or OI interchangeably
to refer to their statistical disclosure limitation method. The crux
of their algorithm is as follows: The maximum observed sensitivity,
corresponding to an upper envelope on the largest local sensitivity
across tracts in a state in the dataset, is calculated and Laplace noise
of this magnitude divided by the number of people in that cell is
added to the estimate and then released. The statistics they release
include 0.25, 0.75 percentiles per cell, the standard error of these
percentiles, and the count.
Two notes are in order. First, the MOS algorithm does not calcu-
late the local sensitivity exactly but uses a lower bound by overlay-
ing an 11× 11 grid on the [0, 1] × [0, 1] space of possible x,y values.
Then the algorithm proceeds to add a datapoint from this grid to the
dataset and calculate the maximum change in the statistic, which
is then used as a lower bound. Second, analysis are performed only
on census tracts that satisfy the following property: they must have
at least 20 individuals with 10% of parent income percentiles in
that tract above the state parent income median percentile and 10%
below. If a tract does not satisfy this condition then no regression
estimate is released for that tract.
B SOME RESULTS IN DIFFERENTIAL
PRIVACY
In this section we will briefly review some of the fundamental
definitions and results pertaining to general differentially private
algorithms.
For any query function f : Xn → RK let
GSf = max
d∼d ′
∥ f (d) − f (d ′)∥,
called the global sensitivity, be the maximum amount the query
can differ on neighboring datasets.
Theorem 12 (Laplace Mechanism [17]). For any privacy parameter
ε > 0 and any given query function f : Xn → RK and database
d ∈ Xn , the Laplace mechanism outputs
f˜L(d) = f (d) + (R1, . . . ,RK ),
where R1, . . . ,RK ∼ Lap(0, GSfε ) are i.i.d. random variables drawn
from the 0-mean Laplace distribution with scale
GSf
ε .
The Laplace mechanism is (ε, 0)-DP.
Theorem 13 (Exponential Mechanism [20]). Given an arbitrary
range R, let u : Xn × R → R be a utility function that maps data-
base/output pairs to utility scores. Let GSu = maxr GSu(·,r ). For a
fixed database d ∈ Xn and privacy parameter ε > 0, the exponential
mechanism outputs an element r ∈ R with probability proportional
to exp
(
ε ·u(d,r )
2GSu
)
.
The exponential mechanism is (ε, 0)-DP.
The following results allow us to use differentially private algo-
rithms as building blocks in larger algorithms.
Lemma 14 (Post-Processing [17]). Let M : Xn → Y be an (ε,δ )
differentially private and f : Y → R be a (randomized) function.
Then f ◦M : Xn → R is an (ε,δ ) differentially private algorithm.
Theorem 15 (Basic Composition [17]). For any k ∈ [K], letMk be
an (εk ,δk ) differentially private algorithm. Then the composition of
the T mechanismsM = (M1, . . . ,MK ) is (ε,δ ) differentially private
where ε =
∑
k ∈[K ] εk and δ =
∑
k ∈[K ] δk .
Definition 16 (Coupling). Let z and z′ be two random variables
defined over the probability spaces Z and Z ′, respectively. A coupling
of z and z′ is a joint variable (zc , z′c ) taking values in the product
space (Z × Z ′) such that zc has the same marginal distribution as z
and z′c has the same marginal distribution as z′.
Definition 17 (c-Lipschitz randomized transformations). A ran-
domized transformation T : Xn → Ym is c-Lipschitz if for all
datasets d,d ′ ∈ Xn , there exists a coupling (zc , z′c ) of the random
variables z = T (d) and z′ = T (d ′) such that with probability 1,
H (zc , z′c ) ≤ c · H (d,d ′)
where H denotes Hamming distance.
Lemma 18 (Composition with Lipschitz transformations (well–
known)). LetM be an (ε,δ )-DP algorithm, and letT be a c-Lipschitz
transformation of the data with respect to the Hamming distance.
Then,M ◦T is (cε,δ )-DP.
Proof. Let H (d,d ′) denote the distance (in terms of additions
and removals or swaps) between datasets d and d ′. By definition
of the Lipschitz property, H (T (d),T (d ′)) ≤ c · H (d,d ′). The lemma
follows directly from the Lipschitz property on adjacent databases
and the definition of (ε,δ )-differential privacy. □
C NOISYSTATS
C.1 Privacy Proof of NoisyStats
Lemma 19. We are given two vectors x, y ∈ [0, 1]n . Let
ncov(x, y) = ⟨x − x¯1, y − y¯1⟩ = (
n∑
i=1
xi · yi ) −
(∑ni=1 xi )(∑ni=1 yi )
n
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and
nvar(x) = ⟨x − x¯1, x − x¯1⟩ = (
n∑
i=1
x2i ) −
(∑ni=1 xi )2
n
.
Also, let x¯ , y¯ be the means of x and y respectively and 1 be the all
ones vector.
Then if GSncov and GSnvar are the global sensitivities of functions
ncov and nvar then GSncov =
(
1 − 1n
)
and GSnvar =
(
1 − 1n
)
.
Proof. Let z = ⟨x,y⟩ and z′ = ⟨x′,y′⟩ be neighbouring databases
differing on the nth datapoint 4. Let a =
∑n−1
i=1 xi and b =
∑n−1
i=1 yi
and note that max{a,b} ≤ n − 1. Then,
nvar(x) − nvar(x′) = x2n − x ′2n −
2axn
n
− x
2
n
n
+
2ax ′n
n
+
x ′2n
n
= (1 − 1
n
)(x2n − x ′2n ) +
2a
n
(x ′n − xn ).
If x ′n −xn ≤ 0 then nvar(x) −nvar(x′) ≤ (1− 1n )(x2n −x ′2n ) ≤ 1− 1n .
Otherwise,
nvar(x) − nvar(x′) ≤ (1 − 1
n
)(x2n − x ′2n ) +
2(n − 1)
n
(x ′n − xn )
= (1 − 1
n
)(x2n − 2xn + 2x ′n − x ′2n )
Since xn ∈ [0, 1]we have x2n−2xn ∈ [−1, 0], so nvar(x)−nvar(x′) ≤
1 − 1n .
Also,
ncov(x,y) − ncov(x′,y′)
= xnyn − x ′ny′n+
a(y′n − yn ) + b(x ′n − xn ) + x ′ny′n − xnyn
n
≤ (1 − 1
n
)(xnyn − x ′ny′n )+
a(y′n − yn ) + b(x ′n − xn )
n
If y′n − yn ≤ 0 and x ′n − xn ≤ 0 then ncov(x,y) − ncov(x′,y′) ≤
(1 − 1n )(xnyn − x ′ny′n ) ≤ (1 − 1n ). If y′n − yn ≤ 0 and x ′n − xn > 0
then ncov(x,y) − ncov(x′,y′) ≤ (1− 1n )(xnyn − x ′ny′n + (x ′n − xn )).
Since xnyn − xn ≤ 0 and x ′n − x ′ny′n ≤ 1 we have ncov(x,y) −
ncov(x′,y′) ≤ 1 − 1n . Similarly if y′n − yn > 0 and x ′n − xn ≤ 0
then ncov(x,y) − ncov(x′,y′) ≤ 1 − 1n . Finally, if y′n − yn > 0 and
x ′n − xn > 0, we have
ncov(x,y) − ncov(x′,y′) ≤
(1 − 1
n
)(xnyn − x ′ny′n + (y′n − yn ) + (x ′n − xn ))
≤ (1 − 1
n
)(xn (yn − 1) − x ′n (y′n − 1) + (y′n − 1) − (yn − 1))
≤ (1 − 1
n
)((xn − 1)(yn − 1) − (x ′n − 1)(y′n − 1)).
Since, (xn − 1)(yn − 1) ∈ [0, 1] and (x ′n − 1)(y′n − 1) ∈ [0, 1], we have
ncov(x,y) − ncov(x′,y′) ≤ 1 − 1n . □
4This is without loss of generality as we can always “rotate” both databases until the
index on which they differ becomes the nth datapoint.
Proof of Lemma 4: (NoisyStats). The global sensitivity of both
ncov(x,y) and nvar(x) is bounded by ∆ = (1 − 1/n) (by Lemma 19).
As a result, if we sampleL1,L2 ∼ Lap(0, 3∆/ε) then both ncov(x,y)+
L1 and nvar(x) + L2 are (ε/3, 0)-DP estimates by the Laplace mech-
anism guarantees (see Theorem 12). By the post-processing proper-
ties of differential privacy (Lemma 14), 1/(nvar(x)+L2) is a private
release and the test nvar(x)+L2 > 0 is also private. As a result, α˜ is
a (2ε/3, 0)-DP release. Now to calculate the private intercept β˜ , we
use the global sensitivity of (y¯ − α˜x¯) which is at most 1/n · (1+ |α˜ |),
since the means of x,y can change by at most 1/n. 5 The Laplace
noise we add ensures the private release of the intercept is (ε/3, 0)-
DP.
Finally, by composition properties of differential privacy (Theo-
rem 15), Algorithm 1 is (ε, 0)-DP. □
C.2 On the Failure Rate of NoisyStats
(a) αˆ = 0.45577, nvar(x) =
0.0245, n = 39
For Tract 800100 in County
31 in IL
(b) αˆ = 0.25217, nvar(x) =
28.002, n = 381
For Tract 520100 in County
31 in IL
Figure 13
(a) αˆ = 0.0965, nvar(x) =
0.0245, n = 39
For Tract 2008 in County 63
in NC
(b) αˆ = 0.03757, nvar(x) =
31.154, n = 433
For Tract 603 in County 147
in NC
Figure 14
Unlike all the other algorithms in this paper, NoisyStats (Al-
gorithm 1) can fail by returning ⊥. It fails if and only if the noisy
nvar(x) sufficient statistic becomes 0 or negative i.e. nvar(x)+L2 ≤
0 where L2 ∼ Lap(0, 3(1 − 1/n)/ε). Since the statistic nvar(x) will
always be non-negative, we also require the private version of this
statistic to be non-negative. Intuitively, we see that nvar(x) + L2
is more likely to be less than or equal to 0 if nvar(x) is small or
ε is small. The setting of ε directly affects the standard deviation
5 Alternatively, to estimate β˜ , one could compute x˜, y˜ , private estimates of x¯, y¯ by
adding Laplace noise from Lap(0, 1/n) and then compute βˆ = y˜ − αˆ x˜ .
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Figure 15: Failure rate of NoisyStats for all tracts in IL sorted
by εnvar(x)
of the noise distribution added to ensure privacy. The smaller ε is,
the more spread out the noise distribution is.So we would expect
that when ε or nvar(x) is small, Algorithm 1 would fail more often.
We experimentally show this observation holds on some tracts in
IL and NC (from the semi-synthetic datasets given to us by the
Opportunity Insights team).
In Figures 13a, 13b , 14a, 14b, we see the failure rates for both
high and low nvar(x) census tracts in both IL and NC as we vary
ε between 2−7 and 8. We see that the failure rate is about 40%
for any value of ε in low nvar(x) and is on average less than 5%
for high nvar(x) tracts. In Figure 15, we show the failure rate for
NoisyStatswhen evaluated on data from all tracts in IL. The results
are averaged over 100 trials. We see that the failure rate for ε = 8 is
0% for the majority of tracts. For tracts with small nvar(x), the rate
of failure is at most 12%. Thus, we can conclude that the failure rate
approaches 0 as we increase either ε or nvar(x).
D DPEXPTHEILSEN AND DPWIDETHEILSEN
D.1 Privacy Proofs for DPExpTheilSen and
DPWideTheilSen
Lemma20. LetT be the following randomized algorithm. For dataset
d = (xi ,yi )ni=1, let Kn (d) be the complete graph on the n datapoints,
where edges denote points paired together to compute estimates in
Theil-Sen. Then Kn (d) can be decomposed into n − 1 matchings,
Σ1, . . . , Σn−1. Suppose T (d) samples k matchings without replace-
ment from the n − 1 matchings, and computes the corresponding
pairwise estimates (up to kn/2 estimates). Then T is a k-Lipschitz
randomized transformation.
Proof. Let z = T (d) and z′ = T (d ′) denote the multi-sets of
estimates that result from applying T to datasets d and d ′, re-
spectively. We can define a coupling zc and z′c of z and z′. First,
use k matchings sampled randomly without replacement from
Kn (d), Σ1, . . . , Σk , to compute the multi-set of estimates zc =
{z(pxnew )j,l : (x j ,xl ) ∈ Σ1 ∪ . . . ∪ Σk }}. Now, use the correspond-
ing k matchings from Kn (d ′) to compute a multi-set of estimates
z′c = {z(pxnew )j,l : (x ′j ,x ′l ) ∈ Σ1 ∪ . . . ∪ Σk }. This is a valid coupling
because the k matchings are sampled randomly without replace-
ment from the complete graphs Kn (d) and Kn (d ′), respectively,
matching the marginal distributions of z and z′.
Notice that every datapoint x j is used to compute exactly k
estimates in zc . Therefore, for every datapoint at which d and d ′
differ, zc and z′c differ by at most k estimates. Therefore, by the
triangle inequality, we are done. □
Proof of Lemma 5. If DPmed(z(p25), ε, (n,k, hyperparameters)) =
M(z(p25), hyperparameters)) then Algorithm 2 is a composition of
two algorithms, M ◦ T , where by Lemma 20, T is a k-Lipschitz
randomized transformation, andM is (ε/k, 0)-DP. By the Lipschitz
composition lemma (Lemma 18), Algorithm 2 (DPTheilSenkMatch)
is (ε, 0)-DP. □
Proofs of Lemmas 7 and 8. The privacy of DPExpTheilSenkMatch
and DPWideTheilSenkMatch follows directly from Theorem 13 and
Lemma 5. □
D.2 Sensitivity of Hyperparameter
Choosing optimal hyperparameters is beyond the scope of this
work. However, in this section we present some preliminary work
exploring the behavior of DPWideTheilSen with respect to the
choice of θ . In particular, we consider the question of how robust
this algorithm is to the setting of the hyperparameter. Figure 16
shows the performance as a function the widening parameter θ on
synthetic (Gaussian) data. Note that in each graph both axes are on
a log-scale so we see very large variation in the quality depending
on the choice of hyperparameter.
Figure 16: Experimental results exploring the sensitivity of
the hyperparameter choices for DPWideTheilSen. For each
dataset n = 40, and n datapoints are generated as xi ∼
N(0,σ 2), yi = 0.5 ∗ xi + 0.5 + N(0,τ 2). The parameters of the
data are fixed at σ = 10−3 and τ = 10−4. The datapoints are
then truncated so they belong between 0 and 1. Note that
both axes are on a log scale.
D.3 Pseudo-code for DPExpTheilSen
In Algorithm 3, we give an efficient method for implementation of
the DP median algorithm used as subroutine in DPExpTheilSen,
the exponential mechanism for computing medians. To sample
efficiently from this distribution, we implement a two-step algo-
rithm following [13]: first, we sample an interval according to the
exponential mechanism, and then we will sample an output uni-
formly at random from that interval. To efficiently sample from
the exponential mechanism, we use the fact that sampling from
the exponential mechanism is equivalent to choosing the value
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with maximum utility score after i.i.d. Gumbel-distributed noise
has been added to the utility scores [2, 18].
Algorithm 3: Exponential Mechanism for Median: (ε/k, 0)-DP
Algorithm
Data: z
Privacy params: ε
Input: n,k, rl , ru
ε = ε/k
Sort z in increasing order
Clip z to the range [rl , ru ]
Insert rl and ru into z and set n = n + 2
Set maxNoisyScore = −∞
Set argMaxNoisyScore = −1
for i ∈ [1,n) do
logIntervalLength = log(z[i] − z[i − 1])
distFromMedian = ⌈|i − n2 |⌉
score = logIntervalLength − ε2 · distFromMedian
N ∼ Gumbel(0, 1)
noisyScore = score + N
if noisyScore > maxNoisyScore then
maxNoisyScore = noisyScore
argMaxNoisyScore = i
left = z[argMaxNoisyScore-1]
right = z[argMaxNoisyScore]
Sample m˜ ∼ Unif [left, right]
return m˜
D.4 Pseudo-code for DPWideTheilSen
The pseudo-code for DPWideTheilSen is given in Algorithm 4. It
is a small variant on Algorithm 3.
E DPSSTHEILSEN
Suppose we are given a dataset (x,y). Consider a neighboring
dataset (x′,y′) that differs from the original dataset in exactly one
row. Let z be the set of point estimates (e.g. the p25 or p75 point
estimates) induced by the dataset (x,y), and let z′ be the set of
point estimates induced by dataset (x′,y′) by Theil-Sen. Formally,
for N = kn/2, we letZk : [0, 1]n × [0, 1]n → RN denote the func-
tion that transforms a set of point coordinates into estimates for
each pair of points. Then z = Z(x,y), z′ = Z(x′,y′). Notice that
changing one datapoint in (x,y) changes at most k of the point
estimates in z. Assume that both z and z′ are in sorted order. Recall
the definition of Skmed◦Z,t ((x,y)):
Skmed◦Zk ,t ((x,y))
= max
{
zm+k − zm , zm − zm−k ,
max
l=1, ...,n
max
s=0, · · · ,k (l+1)
e−l t (zm+s − zm−(k (l+1)+s )
}
,
Let
LSkmed(z) = maxz′∈RN ,Ham(z,z′)≤k |med(z) −med(z
′)|
Algorithm 4: θ -Widened Exponential Mechanism for Median:
(ε/k, 0)-DP Algorithm
Data: z
Privacy params: ε
Input: n,k,θ , rl , ru
ε = ε/k
Sort z in increasing order
Clip z to the range [rl , ru ]
if n is even then
Insertm, the true median, into z
Set n = n + 1
for i ∈ [0, ⌊ n2 ⌋] do
z[i] = max(zl , z[i] − θ )
z[n − i − 1] = min(zu , z[i] + θ )
Insert zl and zb into z and set n = n + 2
Set maxNoisyScore = −∞
Set argMaxNoisyScore = −1
for i ∈ [1,n) do
logIntervalLength = log(z[i] − z[i − 1])
distFromMedian = ⌈|i − n2 |⌉
score = logIntervalLength − ε2 · distFromMedian
N ∼ Gumbel(0, 1)
noisyScore = score + N
if noisyScore > maxNoisyScore then
maxNoisyScore = noisyScore
argMaxNoisyScore = i
left = z[argMaxNoisyScore-1]
right = z[argMaxNoisyScore]
Sample m˜ ∼ Unif [left, right]
return m˜
be distance k local sensitivity of the dataset z with respect to the
median. In order to prove that Skmed◦Zk ,t ((x,y)) is a t-smooth upper
bound on LSmed◦Zk , we will use the observation that
LSmed◦Zk (x,y) ≤ LSkmed(z).
Now Figure 17 outlines the maximal changes we can make to z. For
l ≥ 1 and any interval of lk + k + 1 points containing the median,
we can move the median to one side of the interval by moving
kl points, and to the other side by moving an additional l points.
Therefore, for l ≥ 1,
max
z′:d (z,z′)≤lk
LSmed(z′) = max
s=0, · · · ,lk+k
{zm+s − zm−(lk+k )+s } (4)
so
Skmed,t (z) = maxl=0, ...,n e
−l t max
z′:d (z,z′)≤lk
LSkmed(z′).
Proof of Lemma 10. We need to show that Skmed◦Zk ,t ((x,y))
is lower bounded by the local sensitivity and that for any dataset
(x′,y′) such thatd((x,y), (x′,y′)) ≤ l , we have Skmed◦Zk ,t ((x,y)) ≤
et lSkmed◦Zk ,t ((x
′,y′)).
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Figure 17: A brief proof by pictures of Equation 4.
By definition of Skmed,t , we see that S
k
med◦Zk ,t ((x,y)) ≥ LS
k
med
(e.g. when l = 0 in the formula for Skmed,t ). Next, we see that
Skmed,t (z) = maxl=0, ...,n e
−l t max
z′:d (z,z′)≤lk
LSkmed(z′) (5)
≤ et · max
l=1, ...,n
e−l t max
z′′:d (z′,z′′)≤lk
LSkmed(z′′) (6)
≤ et · Skmed,t (z′), (7)
which completes our proof. □
Lemma 21. Let M(x) = median(x) + 1s Skmed,t (x) · N , where N , s
and t are computed according to Algorithm 5. Then,M is (ε, 0)-DP.
Proof. Let D∞(P | |Q) = supx ∈supp(Q ) log p(x )q(x ) denote the max-
divergence for distributions P and Q . Let N be a random variable
sampled from StudentsT(d), where d > 0 is the degrees of freedom.
From Theorem 31 in [7], we have that for s, t > 0,
D∞(N | |etN + s)
D∞(etN + s | |N )
}
≤ |t |(d + 1) + |s | · d + 1
2
√
d
The parameters s and t correspond to the translation (shifting) and
dilation (scaling) of the StudentsT(d) distribution.
Setting s = 2
√
d
(
ε ′−|t |(d+1)
d+1
)
as in Algorithm 5, we have that for
|t |(d + 1) < ε ′, {
D∞(N | |etN + s)
D∞(etN + s | |N )
≤ ε (8)
If Equation 8 is satisfied, then by Theorem 46 in [7], the mechanism
in Algorithm 5, M(z) = median(z) + 1s Stmedian(·)(z) + N , is (ε, 0)-
DP. □
E.1 Sensitivity of Hyperparameters
In Algorithm 5 we set the smoothing parameter to be a specific func-
tion of ϵ and d : t = ϵ2(d+1) and s =
ϵ
√
d
d+1 . There were other choices
Algorithm 5: Smooth Sensitivity Student’s T Noise Addition
for Median: (ε, 0)-DP Algorithm
Data: z, {(xi ,yi )}ni=1 ∈ ([0, 1] × [0, 1])n
Privacy params: ε
Hyperparams: k,n, rl , ru ,d
Set t = ε2(d+1) and s =
ε
√
d
d+1
Smedian = S
k
med,t ((x,y))
Sample N ∼ Student’s T(d)
Set m˜ = median(z) + 1s · Smedian · N
return m˜
for these parameters. For any β ∈ [0, 1], the (ϵ, 0)-DP guarantee is
preserved if we set
t =
ϵβ
d + 1 and s = 2
√
d
(
ϵ − t(d + 1)
d + 1
)
.
Algorithm 5 corresponds to setting β = 1/2. Increasing β increases t ,
which results in Skmed◦Zk ((x,y)) decreasing. However, if increasing
β also decreases s . In Figure 18 we explore the performance of
DPSSTheilSen as a function of β on synthetic (Gaussian) data. Note
that the performance doesn’t seem too sensitive to the choice of β
and β = 0.5 is a good choice on this data.
Figure 18: Experimental results exploring the sensitivity
of the hyperparameter choices for DPSSTheilSen. For each
dataset n = 30, and n datapoints are generated as xi ∼
N(0.5,σ 2), yi = 0.5 ∗ xi + 0.2 + N(0,τ 2). The parameters of
the data are fixed at σ = 0.01 and τ = 0.005. The datapoints
are then truncated so they belong between 0 and 1. Note that
both axes are on a log scale.
F DPGRADDESCENT
There are three main versions of DPGradDescent we consider:
(1) DPGDPure: (ε, 0)-DP;
(2) DPGDApprox: (ε,δ )-DP; and
(3) DPGDzCDP: (ε2/2)-zCDP.
Algorithm 6 is the specification of a (ε, 0)-DP algorithm and
Algorithm 7 is a ρ-zCDP algorithm, from which we can obtain a
(ε,δ )-DP algorithm and a (ε2/2)-zCDP algorithm. As with tradi-
tional gradient descent, there are several choices that have been
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made in designing this algorithm: the step size, the batch size for
the gradients, how many of the estimates are averaged to make
our final estimate, how the privacy budget is distributed. We have
included this pseudo-code for completeness to show the choices
that were made in our experiments. We do not claim to have ex-
tensively explored the suite of parameter choices, and it is possible
that a better choice of these parameters would result in a better
performing algorithm. Differentially private gradient descent has
received a lot of attention in the literature. For a more in-depth
discussion of DP gradient descent see [4].
Algorithm 6: DPGDPure: (ε, 0)-DP Algorithm
Data: {(xi ,yi )}ni=1 ∈ ([0, 1] × [0, 1])n
Privacy params: ε
Hyperparams: n,T ,τ , p˜025, p˜
0
75
for t = 0 : T − 1 do
εt = ε/T
for i = 1 : n do
y˜i,t = 2(p˜t25 ∗ (3/4 − xi ) + p˜t75(xi − 1/4))
∆i,t =
([2(yi − y˜)(3/4 − xi )]τ−τ ,
[2(yi − y˜)(xi − 1/4)]τ−τ
)
∆t =
∑n
i=1 ∆i,t + Lap2 (0, 4τ/εt )
γt =
1√∑t
l=0 ∆
2
l
[p˜t+125 , p˜t+175 ] = [p˜t25, p˜t75] − γt ∗ ∆t
return 2T
∑T−1
t=T /2[p˜t25, p˜t75]
Algorithm 7: DPGDzCDP: ρ-zCDP Algorithm
Data: {(xi ,yi )}ni=1 ∈ ([0, 1] × [0, 1])n
Privacy params: ρ
Hyperparams: n,T ,τ , p˜025, p˜
0
75
for t = 0 : T − 1 do
ρt = ρ/T
for i = 1 : n do
y˜i,t = 2(p˜t25 ∗ (3/4 − xi ) + p˜t75(xi − 1/4))
∆i,t =
([2(yi − y˜)(3/4 − xi )]τ−τ ,
[2(yi − y˜)(xi − 1/4)]τ−τ
)
∆t =
∑n
i=1 ∆i,t +N2
(
0, (2τ/√ρt )2
)
γt =
1√∑t
l=0 ∆
2
l
[p˜t+125 , p˜t+175 ] = [p˜t25, p˜t75] − γt ∗ ∆t
return 2T
∑T−1
t=T /2[p˜t25, p˜t75]
Lemma 22. For any ρ > 0, Algorithm 7 is ρ-zCDP.
Proof. By composition properties of zCDP, it suffices to show
that∆t =
∑n
i=1 ∆i,t+N2
(
0, (2τ/√ρt )2
)
is ρt -zCDPwhereN2(0, s2)
represents two (independent) draws from a Normal distribution
with standard deviation s .
The L2-sensitivity of
∑n
i=1 ∆i,t is at most 2
√
2τ and the standard
deviation of the Gaussian distribution from which noise is added is
2τ/√ρt . Then by Proposition 1.6 in [6], the procedure to compute
∆t is ρt -zCDP.
□
Lemma 23. For any δ ∈ (0, 1] and any ρ > 0, Algorithm 7 is
(ε,δ )-DP where
ε = ρ +
√
4ρ log
(√
πρ
δ
)
.
Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.6 in [6]. □
Lemma 24. For any ε > 0, Algorithm 6 is (ε, 0)-DP.
Proof. By basic composition, it suffices to show that ∆t =∑n
i=1 ∆i,t +Lap2 (0, 4τ/εt ) is (εt , 0)-DP where Lap2(0, s) represents
two (independent) draws from a Laplace distribution with scale s .
This holds since the L1-sensitivity of
∑n
i=1 ∆i,t is at most 4τ . □
